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Abstract. Evolution algebras were introduced into Genetics to deal with
the mechanism of inheritance of asexual organisms. Their distribution into
isotopism classes is uniquely related with the mutation of alleles in non-
Mendelian Genetics. This paper deals with such a distribution by means
of Computational Algebraic Geometry. We focus in particular on the two-
dimensional case, which is related to the asexual reproduction processes of
diploid organisms. Specifically, we determine the existence of four isotopism
classes, whatever the base field is, and we characterize the corresponding
isomorphism classes.
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1 Introduction
In the middle of the twentieth century, nonassociative algebras were intro-
duced in Genetics by Etherington [14, 15, 16] in order to endow Mendel’s
laws with a mathematical formulation that simulates the sexual reproduction
and the mechanism of inheritance of an organism by considering the fusion
of gametes into a zygote as an algebraic multiplication whose structure con-
stants determine the probability distribution of the gametic output. Much
more recently, in order to deal with asexual reproduction processes, Tian
and Vojtechovsky [25, 26] introduced evolution algebras as a type of genetic
algebra that makes possible to deal algebraically with the self-reproduction
of alleles in non-Mendelian Genetics. The fundamentals of such algebras
have been being developed in the last years with no probabilistic restric-
tions on the structure constants [3, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Nowa-
days, evolution algebras also constitute a fundamental connection between
1
algebra, dynamic systems, Markov processes, Knot Theory, Graph Theory
and Group Theory [20, 25].
A main problem in the theory of evolution algebras is their distribution
into isomorphism and isotopism classes. On the one hand, the mentioned
distribution into isomorphism classes has already been dealt with for two-
dimensional evolution algebras over the complex field [4, 9] and for nilpotent
evolution algebras of dimension up to four over arbitrary fields [18]. On
the other hand, isotopisms have emerged as an interesting tool to simulate
mutations in genetic algebras. In this regard, Holgate and Campos [6, 19]
had already considered isotopisms of genetic algebras as a way to formulate
mathematically the mutation of alleles in the inheritance process. They
showed indeed that certain known families of genetic algebras are isotopic.
Nevertheless, to the best of the authors knowledge, isotopisms have not yet
been considered in case of dealing with evolution algebras. The main goal
of this paper is to delve further into this aspect.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we indicate some pre-
liminaries concepts and results on isotopisms of algebras, genetic algebras
and Computational Algebraic Geometry which will be used in the rest of
the paper. Section 3 deals with the distribution of finite-dimensional evo-
lution algebras over any base field into isotopism classes according to their
structure tuples and to the dimension of their annihilators. Particularly, we
determine the existence of four isotopism classes of two-dimensional evolu-
tion algebras, whatever the base field is. After that, we focus in Section
4 on the corresponding distribution of two-dimensional evolution algebras
over any base field into isomorphism classes.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we expose some basic concepts and results on isotopisms of
algebras, genetic algebras and Computational Algebraic Geometry that are
used throughout the paper. For more details about these topics we refer,
respectively, to the manuscripts of Albert [1], Wo¨rz-Busekros [27], Tian [25]
and Cox et al. [10].
2.1 Isotopisms of algebras
The concept of isotopism of algebras was introduced by Albert [1] as a gen-
eralization of that of isomorphism. Specifically, two n-dimensional algebras
A and A′ defined over a field K are isotopic if there exist three non-singular
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linear transformations f , g and h from A to A′ such that
f(u)g(v) = h(uv), for all u, v ∈ A. (1)
The triple (f, g, h) is an isotopism between the algebras A and A′. If f = g,
then this is called a strong isotopism and the algebras are said to be strongly
isotopic. If f = g = h, then the isotopism constitutes an isomorphism,
which is denoted by f instead of (f, f, f). To be isotopic, strongly isotopic or
isomorphic are equivalence relations among algebras. Hereafter, we denote
these three relations, respectively, as ∼, ≃ and ∼=.
Let A be an n-dimensional algebra over a field K and let {e1, . . . , en}
be a basis of this algebra. The structure constants of A are the numbers
ckij ∈ K such that eiej =
∑n
k=1 c
k
ijek, for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Its derived algebra
is its subalgebra A2 = {uv | u, v ∈ A}. The algebra A is abelian if A2 is
trivial, that is, if all its structure constants are zeros. Isotopisms preserve
the dimension of derived algebras and hence, that the n-dimensional abelian
algebra is not isotopic to any other n-dimensional algebra. Finally, the left
and right annihilators of A are respectively defined as the sets
Ann−(A) = {u ∈ A | uv = 0, for all v ∈ A}. (2)
Ann+(A) = {u ∈ A | vu = 0, for all v ∈ A}. (3)
The intersection of both sets is the annihilator of A,
Ann(A) = {u ∈ A | uv = vu = 0, for all v ∈ A}. (4)
Lemma 2.1 Let (f, g, h) be an isotopism between two n-dimensional alge-
bras A and A′. Then,
a) f(Ann−(A)) = Ann−(A
′).
b) g(Ann+(A)) = Ann+(A
′).
c) f(Ann−(A)) ∩ g(Ann+(A)) = Ann(A
′).
Proof. Let us prove (a). Assertion (b) follows similarly and (c) is
an immediate consequence of (a) and (b) and the definition of annihila-
tor. Let u ∈ A′ and v ∈ f(Ann−(A)). Then, vu = f(f
−1(v))g(g−1(u)) =
h(f−1(v)g−1(u)) = h(0) = 0, because g−1(u) ∈ A and f−1(v) ∈ Ann−(A).
Hence, f(Ann−(A)) ⊆ Ann−(A
′). Now, let u ∈ Ann−(A
′) and v ∈ S. Then,
h(f−1(u)v) = ug(v) = 0. The regularity of h involves that f−1(u)v = 0.
Thus, u ∈ f(Ann−(A)) and hence, Ann−(A
′) ⊆ f(Ann−(A)). 
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Proposition 2.2 Let A and A′ be two n-dimensional algebras whose left
annihilators coincide, respectively, with their right ones. If both algebras are
isotopic, then their annihilators have the same dimension.
Proof. The result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 and the
regularity of the components of any isotopism of algebras. 
2.2 Genetic and evolution algebras
In order to better understand the conceptual meaning of genetic algebras, it
is convenient to recall some preliminary concepts in Genetics. A gene is the
molecular unit of hereditary information. This consists of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA), which contains in turn the code to synthesize proteins and
determines each one of the attributes that characterize and distinguish each
organism. Genes related to a given attribute can have alternative forms,
which are called alleles. Thus, for instance, color of eyes are related to brown,
green and blue alleles. Genes are disposed in chromosomes, which constitute
long strands of DNA formed by ordered sequences of genes. The location
of alleles related to a given attribute in a chromosome is its locus, which is
preserved by inheritance. Chromosomes carry, therefore, the genetic code
of any organism. They also play a main role in the process of reproduction,
because the attributes that characterize the offspring are inherited from
the alleles that are contained in the chromosomes of the parents. This
inheritance depends on the type of organisms under consideration. Thus,
for instance, diploid organisms carry a double set of chromosomes (one of
each parent). They reproduce by means of sex cells or gametes, each of them
carrying a single set of chromosomes. The fusion of two gametes of opposite
sex gives rise to a zygote, which contains a double set of chromosomes.
Each one of the attributes that characterize the new diploid organism is
uniquely determined by the pair of alleles having the same loci in these two
chromosomes. There exist distinct laws that regulate, from a probabilistic
point of view, the theoretical influence of each one of these two alleles in
the final attribute inherited by the offspring. Thus, for instance, the laws of
simple Mendelian inheritance indicate that, for each pair of alleles related
to a given attribute, the next generation will inherit with equal frequency
both alleles.
Let β = {e1, . . . , en} constitute the set of genetically distinct alleles that
are related to a given attribute of a population. Then, a genetic algebra over
a field K that is based on the set β is an n-dimensional algebra of basis β
whose structure constants in each product eiej =
∑n
k=1 c
k
ijek refer to the
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probability that an arbitrary gamete produced by an individual of zygotic
type eiej contains the allele ek. Hence,
∑n
k=1 c
k
ij = 1, for all i, j ≤ n. Here,
all zygotes have the same fertility and there is an absence of selection. In
simple Mendelian inheritance, for instance, we have that eiej =
1
2(ei + ej),
for any pair of alleles ei and ej . Observe that, if two gametes carry the same
allele, then the offspring will inherit it.
In order to deal with asexual reproduction processes, the concept of
evolution algebra was introduced [25, 26] as a type of n-dimensional genetic
algebra over a field K that admits a natural basis {e1, . . . , en} such that
• eiej = 0, if i 6= j.
• eiei =
∑n
j=1 tijej , for some structure constants ti1, . . . , tin ∈ K.
As a genetic algebra, each basis vector of an evolution algebra constitutes
an allele; the product eiej = 0, for i 6= j, represents uniparental inheritance;
the product eiei represents self-replication; and each structure constant tij
constitutes the probability that the allele ei becomes the allele ej in the
next generation. Hereafter, the set of n-dimensional evolution algebras over
a field K is denoted as En(K).
Theorem 2.3 ([9]) Every two-dimensional non-abelian complex evolution
algebra A ∈ E2(C) is isomorphic to exactly one of the next algebras
• dimA2 = 1:
– E1 : e1e1 = e1.
– E2 : e1e1 = e2e2 = e1.
– E3 : e1e1 = e1 + e2 and e2e2 = −e1 − e2.
– E4 : e1e1 = e2.
• dimA2 = 2:
– E5a,b : e1e1 = e1 + ae2 and e2e2 = be1 + e2, where a, b ∈ C are
such that ab 6= 1. Here, E5a,b
∼= E5b,a , for all a, b ∈ C.
– E6a : e1e1 = e2 and e2e2 = e1+ae2, where a ∈ C. If a, b ∈ C\{0},
then E6a
∼= E6b if and only if
a
b
= cos 2kpi3 + i sin
2kpi
3 , for some
k ∈ {0, 1, 2}. 
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2.3 Computational Algebraic Geometry
Let I be an ideal of a multivariate polynomial ring K[X]. The algebraic set
defined by I is the set V(I) of common zeros of all its polynomials. The
ideal I is zero-dimensional whenever this set is finite. It is radical if every
polynomial f ∈ K[X] belongs to I whenever there exists a natural numberm
such that fm ∈ I. The largest monomial of a polynomial in I with respect to
a given monomial term ordering is its leading monomial. The ideal generated
by all the leading monomials of I is its initial ideal. A standard monomial of
I is any monomial that is not contained in its initial ideal. Regardless of the
monomial term ordering, if the ideal I is zero-dimensional and radical, then
the number of standard monomials in I coincides with the Krull dimension
of the quotient ring K[X]/I and with the number of points of the algebraic
set V(I). This is computed from any Gro¨bner basis of the ideal, that is, from
any subsetG of polynomials in I whose leading monomials generate its initial
ideal. This basis is reduced if it only has monic polynomials and no monomial
of a polynomial in G is generated by the leading monomials of the rest of
polynomials in the basis. There exists only one reduced Gro¨bner basis,
which can always be computed from Buchberger’s algorithm [2]. Similar to
the Gaussian elimination on linear systems of equations, this consists of a
sequential multivariate division of polynomials. The computation that is
required to this end is extremely sensitive to the number of variables.
Theorem 2.4 ([17], Proposition 4.1.1) Let Fq be a finite field, with q a
power prime. The complexity time that Buchberger’s algorithm requires to
compute the reduced Gro¨bner bases of an ideal 〈 p1, . . . , pm, x
q
1−x1, . . . , x
q
n−
xn 〉 defined over a polynomial ring Fq[x1, . . . , xn], where p1, . . . , pm are poly-
nomials given in sparse form and have longest length l, is qO(n) + O(m2l).
Here, sparsity refers to the number of monomials. 
Computational Algebraic Geometry can be used to determine the iso-
morphisms and isotopisms between two evolution algebras A and A′ in
En(Fq), with respective basis {e1, . . . , en} and {e
′
1, . . . , e
′
n} and respective
structure constants tij and t
′
ij . To this end, we define the sets of variables
Fn = {fij | i, j ≤ n}, Gn = {gij | i, j ≤ n} and Hn = {hij | i, j ≤ n},
that play the role of the entries in the regular matrices related to a possible
isotopism (f, g, h) between the algebras A and A′. Here, α(ei) =
∑n
j=1 αije
′
j ,
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for each α ∈ {f, g, h}. The next equalities follow in particular from the
coefficients of each basis vector el in the expression f(ei)g(ej) = h(eiej).
n∑
k=1
fikgjkt
′
kl =
{
0, if i 6= j,∑n
k=1 hkltik, otherwise.
(5)
Theorem 2.5 Let A and A′ be two evolution algebras in En(Fq), with re-
spective basis {e1, . . . , en} and {e
′
1, . . . , e
′
n} and respective structure constants
tij and t
′
ij. Then,
a) The isotopism group between the algebras A and A′ is identified with the
algebraic set defined by the ideal IIsotA,A′ of Fq[Fn∪Gn∪Hn], which is defined
as
〈
n∑
k=1
fikgjkt
′
kl | i, j, l ≤ n; i 6= j 〉+ 〈
n∑
k=1
fikgikt
′
kl −
n∑
k=1
hkltik | i, l ≤ n 〉+
〈det(M)q−1 − 1 | M ∈ {F,G,H} 〉,
where F , G and H denote, respectively, the matrices of entries {fij |
i, j ≤ n}, {gij | i, j ≤ n} and {hij | i, j ≤ n}. Besides,
|V(IIsotA,A′)| = dimFq (Fq[Fn ∪Gn ∪ Hn]/I
Isot
A,A′).
b) The isomorphism group between the algebras A and A′ is identified with
the algebraic set of the ideal IIsomA,A′ of Fq[Fn], which is defined as
〈
n∑
k=1
fikfjkt
′
kl | i, j, l ≤ n; i 6= j 〉+ 〈
n∑
k=1
f2ikt
′
kl −
n∑
k=1
fkltik | i, l ≤ n 〉+
〈det(F )q−1 − 1 〉,
where F denotes the matrix of entries {fij | i, j ≤ n}. Besides,
|V(IIsomA,A′ )| = dimFq(Fq[Fn]/I
Isom
A,A′ ).
Proof. We prove assertion (b), being analogous the reasoning for (a).
From (5), the generators of the ideal IIsomA,A′ involve each zero of its alge-
braic set to constitute the entries of the regular matrix of an isomorphism
f between the algebras A and A′. The result follows from the fact of being
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this ideal zero-dimensional and radical. Particularly, the ideal IIsomA,A′ is zero-
dimensional because its algebraic set is a finite subset of Fn
2
q . Besides, from
Proposition 2.7 of [10], the ideal I is also radical, because, for each i, j ≤ n,
the unique monic generator of I ∩Fq[fij] is the polynomial (fij)
q− fij, which
is intrinsically included in each ideal of Fq[Fn] and is square-free. 
Corollary 2.6 The complexity times that Buchberger’s algorithm requires
to compute the reduced Gro¨bner bases of the ideals IIsotA,A′ and I
Isom
A,A′ in The-
orem 2.5 are, respectively, qO(3n
2) +O(n6n!) and qO(n
2) +O(n6n!).
Proof. We prove the result for IIsomA,A′ , being analogous the reasoning for
IIsotA,A′ . The result follows straightforward from Theorem 2.4 once we observe
that all the generators of the ideal in Theorem 2.5 are sparse in Fq[Fn]. 
Algorithm 1 shows how Theorem 2.5 can be implemented to distribute
a subset of En(Fq) into isotopism and isomorphism classes. Its correctness
and termination are based on those of Buchberguer’s algorithm [2].
Algorithm 1 Computation of isomorphism (isotopism, respectively) classes
of a set of evolution algebras in En(Fq).
Require: A subset S ⊆ En(Fq).
Ensure: C, the set of isomorphism (isotopism, respectively) classes of S.
1: C = ∅.
2: while S 6= ∅ do
3: Take A ∈ S.
4: S := S \ {A}.
5: C := C ∪ {A}.
6: for A′ ∈ S do
7: if |V(IIsomA,A′ )| > 0 (|V(I
Isot
A,A′)| > 0, respectively) then
8: S := S \ {A′}.
9: end if
10: end for
11: end while
12: return C.
We have implemented Theorem 2.5 as a procedure called isoAlg in the
open computer algebra system for polynomial computations Singular [11].
This has been included in the library evolution.lib, which is available online
at http://personales.us.es/raufalgan/LS/evolution.lib. Having as
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output the number of isotopisms or that of isomorphisms between two evolu-
tion algebras A and A′ in En(Fq), the procedure isoAlg receives as input the
dimension n, the order q, a pair of lists formed by the structure constants of
the algebras under consideration and a positive integer opt ≤ 2 that enables
us to use the ideal IIsotA,A′, if opt = 1, or the ideal I
Isom
A,A′ , if opt = 2. We have
made use of this procedure in order to determine all the isotopisms and
isomorphisms that appear throughout the paper.
3 Structure tuples and annihilators of evolution
algebras
This section deals separately with two aspects of evolution algebras that
enable us to determine their distribution into isotopism and isomorphism
classes: their structure tuples and their annihilators.
3.1 Structure tuples
Hereafter, {e1, . . . , en} denotes the natural basis of any evolution algebra in
En(K) and Tn(K) denotes the direct product
∏n
i=1〈 e1, . . . , en 〉. The struc-
ture tuple of an evolution algebra in En(K) is the tuple T = (t1, . . . , tn) ∈
Tn(K) where ti = eiei, for all i ≤ n. This algebra is denoted as AT .
Lemma 3.1 Let T and T ′ be two structure tuples in Tn(K) that are equal
up to permutation of their components and basis vectors. The evolution
algebras AT and AT ′ in En(K) are strongly isotopic.
Proof. Let T = (
∑n
j=1 t1jej , . . . ,
∑n
j=1 tnjej) and T
′ = (
∑n
j=1 t
′
1jej , . . . ,∑n
j=1 t
′
njej). From the hypothesis, there exist two permutations α and β of
the set {1, . . . , n} such that t′
α(i)β(j) = tij, for all i, j < n. It is then enough
to define by linearity the strong isotopism (f, f, h) from AT to AT ′ such that
f(ei) = eα(i) and h(ei) = eβ(i), for all i ≤ n. Then, f(ei)f(ej) = 0 = h(eiej),
for all i, j ≤ n such that i 6= j. Besides, for all i ≤ n, we have that
f(ei)f(ei) = eα(i)eα(i) =
n∑
j=1
t′α(i)jej =
n∑
j=1
t′α(i)β(j)eβ(j) =
n∑
j=1
tijeβ(j) = h(eiei).

Example 3.2 From Lemma 3.1, we have, for instance, that the evolution
algebras E1 and E4 in Theorem 2.3 are strongly isotopic. Specifically, the
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triple (Id, Id, h), where h switches the basis vectors e1 and e2, is a strong
isotopism between both algebras. ⊳
Proposition 3.3 Let T be a structure tuple in Tn(K). There always exists
a structure tuple T ′ = (
∑n
j=1 t
′
1jej , . . . ,
∑n
j=1 t
′
njej) ∈ Tn(K) such that AT ′
is strongly isotopic to AT and the next two conditions hold
a) If t′ii = 0 for some i ≥ 1, then t
′
jk = 0, for all j, k ≥ i.
b) If t′ii 6= 0 for some i ≥ 1, then t
′
ij = 0, for all j 6= i.
Proof. Let T = (
∑n
j=1 t1jej, . . . ,
∑n
j=1 tnjej) ∈ Tn(K). As a first step in
the construction of the required structure tuple T ′, let us consider T ′ = T .
From Lemma 3.1, any permutation of the components of T ′, together with
any relabeling of the indices of the basis vectors, gives rise to a new evolution
algebra in En(K) that is strongly isotopic to AT . Keeping this in mind, we
modify conveniently T ′ so that, if t′ii = 0, for some i < n, then
• t′ji = 0, for all j > i. Otherwise, we rearrange conveniently from the
ith to the nth components of T ′.
• t′ij = 0, for all j > i. Otherwise, we permute conveniently the indices
of the basis vectors ei, . . . , en.
Condition (a) in the statement holds then from the combination of these
two assumptions. Now, in order to obtain condition (b), we modify T ′
so that, for each i < n such that t′ii 6= 0, we define by linearity the strong
isotopism (Id, Id, h) from AT ′ in such a way that h(ei) = ei−
1
t′ii
(
∑i−1
j=1 t
′
ijej−∑n
j=i+1 t
′
ijej) and h(ej) = ej , for all j 6= i. Then,
eiei = Id(ei)Id(ei) = h(eiei) = h(
n∑
j=1
t′ijej) =
i−1∑
j=1
t′ijej+ t
′
iih(ei)+
n∑
j=i+1
t′ijej = t
′
iiei
and condition (b) holds. 
Example 3.4 By following the reasoning exposed in the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.3, we obtain that the evolution algebra E3 in Theorem 2.3 is strongly
isotopic to the evolution algebra A(e1,−e1) ∈ E2(C) by means of the strong
isotopism (Id, Id, h), where h(e1) = e1 − e2 and h(e2) = e2.
Similarly, any evolution algebra E5a,b in Theorem 2.3 is strongly isotopic
to the algebra E50,0 . Specifically, if a and b are two complexes numbers
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such that ab 6= 1, then the triple (Id, Id, h) such that h(e1) = e1 − ae2 and
h(e2) = e2 is a strong isotopism between the evolution algebra E5a,b and the
evolution algebra AT of structure tuple T = (e1, be1 + (1 − ab)e2) ∈ T2(C).
Now, the triple (Id, Id, h′) such that h′(e2) =
1
1−ab (e2 − be1) and h
′(e1) = e1
is a strong isotopism between the evolution algebras AT and E50,0 .
Finally, any evolution algebra E6a in Theorem 2.3 is also strongly iso-
topic to the algebra E50,0 . Specifically, if a is a complex number distinct of
zero, then the triple (f, f, h) such that f switches the basis vectors e1 and
e2, whereas h(e1) = e1 − ae2 and h(e2) = e2, is a strong isotopism between
the evolution algebras E6a and E50,0 . ⊳
We finish this subsection by determining explicitly the distribution of
the set E2(C) into isotopism classes.
Proposition 3.5 There exist four isotopism classes in E2(C). They corre-
spond to the abelian algebra and the evolution algebras E1, E2 and E50,0 in
Theorem 2.3.
Proof. In Examples 3.2 and 3.4 we have seen that E1 ≃ E4, E3 ≃
A(e1,−e1) and E5a,b ≃ E6c , for all a, b, c ∈ C such that ab 6= 1 and c 6= 0. Ob-
serve now that the triple (f, f, Id) such that f(e1) = −ie2 and f(e2) = e1 is
a strong isotopism between the algebras E2 and A(e1,−e1). Hence, E2 ≃ E3.
It is enough to prove, therefore, that the four evolution algebras of the state-
ment are not isotopic. Since the abelian algebra is not isotopic to any other
algebra, we can focus on the algebras E1, E2 and E50,0 . From Proposition
2.2, the former is not isotopic to E2 or E50,0 , because dimAnn(E1) = 1 6=
0 = dimAnn(E2) = dimAnn(E50,0). Finally, since isotopisms preserve the
dimension of derived algebras, the evolution algebras E2 and E50,0 are not
isotopic, because E22 = 〈 e1 〉 ⊂ 〈 e1, e2 〉 = E
2
50,0 . 
3.2 Annihilators
Let m ≤ n be a non-negative integer and let En;m(K) denote the subset of
evolution algebras in En(K) with an (n −m)-dimensional annihilator. The
set {En;m(K) | 0 ≤ m ≤ n} constitutes a partition of the set En(K).
Lemma 3.6 Every evolution algebra in En;m(K) is isomorphic to an evolu-
tion algebra in En(K) such that eiei 6= 0 if and only if i ≤ m.
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Proof. Let A ∈ En;m(K). There must exist a subset S = {i1, . . . , im} ⊆
[n] such that eiei 6= 0 if and only if i ∈ S. It is then enough to consider
the isomorphism that maps, respectively, the basis vectors ei1 , . . . , eim to
e1, . . . , em and preserves the rest of basis vectors. 
Proposition 3.7 Let m and m′ be two distinct non-negative integers less
than or equal to n. Then, none evolution algebra in En;m(K) is isotopic to
an evolution algebra in En;m′(K).
Proof. The result follows straightforward from Proposition 2.2 and the
fact that Ann−(A) = Ann+(A) = Ann(A), for all A ∈ En(K). 
The next result deals with the distribution of the set En;m(K) into isomor-
phism and isotopism classes, for all positive integer n ∈ N and m ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
In the statement of the result we make use of the description of the algebras
that were exposed in Theorem 2.3 with the exception of dealing here with
n-dimensional evolution algebras over the field K instead of two-dimensional
complex evolution algebras. Similar abuse of notation is done from here on
in order to get a simple and coherent labeling of the evolution algebras that
are exposed in the paper.
Proposition 3.8 The next assertions hold.
a) The set En;0(K) is only formed by the n-dimensional abelian algebra.
b) Any evolution algebra in E1;1(K) is isomorphic to the algebra E1.
c) If n > 1, then any evolution algebra in En;1(K) is isomorphic to the
algebra E1 or to the algebra E4.
d) Any evolution algebra in En;1(K) is isotopic to the algebra E1.
e) Any evolution algebra in E2;2(K) is isomorphic to an evolution algebra in
E2;2(K) with natural basis {e1, e2} such that e1e1 ∈ {e1, e2, e1 + e2}.
f) Any evolution algebra in En;2(K) is isotopic to E2 or E50,0 .
Proof. Let us prove each assertion separately.
a) This assertion follows straightforward from the definition of En;0(K).
b) Every non-abelian evolution algebra in E1(K) is described by a product
e1e1 = ae1, where a ∈ K \ {0}. The linear transformation f that maps
e1 to ae1 is an isomorphism between this algebra and E1.
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c) Let A be an evolution algebra in En;1(K) with structure constants tij .
From Lemma 3.6, we can suppose that tij = 0, for all i > 1. Let j0 ≤ n
denote the minimum positive integer such that t1j0 6= 0. This exists
because A is non-abelian. We can suppose that j0 ∈ {1, 2}. Otherwise,
it is enough to consider the isomorphism that switches the basis vectors
e2 and ej0 . Let us study both cases.
• If j0 = 1, then the linear transformation f that is defined such that
f(e1) = t11e1 −
1
t11
∑n
j=2 t1jej and f(ei) = ei, for all i > 1, is an
isomorphism between A and the evolution algebra E1.
• If j0 = 2, then the linear transformation f that is defined such that
f(e2) =
1
t12
(e2 −
∑n
j=3 t1jej) and f(ei) = ei, for all i 6= 2, is an
isomorphism between A and the evolution algebra E4.
d) If n = 1, then the result follows similarly to (b). Otherwise, it is enough
to observe that the triple (Id, Id, h), where h switches the basis vectors
e1 and e2, is a strong isotopism between the algebras E1 and E4.
e) Let A ∈ E2;2(K). From Lemma 3.6, we can suppose the existence of a
pair (a, b) ∈ K2 \ {(0, 0)} such that e1e1 = ae1 + be2. If a 6= 0, then the
algebra A is isomorphic to an evolution algebra such that e1e1 = e1, if
b = 0, or e1e1 = e1 + e2, otherwise. To this end, it is enough to consider
the isomorphism f such that f(e1) = ae1 and f(e2) = e2, if b = 0, or
f(e2) =
a2
b
e2, otherwise. Further, if a = 0, then b 6= 0 and the algebra A
is isomorphic to the evolution algebra such that e1e1 = e2 by means of
the isomorphism that maps e2 to be2 and preserves the basis vector e1.
f) Let A ∈ En;2(K). From Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.6, we can suppose
the existence of a pair (a, b) ∈ K2 \ {(0, 0)} such that A is strongly
isotopic to the evolution algebra in En;2(K) with structure tuple T1 =
(ae1, be1, 0, . . . , 0) or T2 = (ae1, be2, 0, . . . , 0) in Tn(K). The evolution
algebra AT1 is isotopic to E2 by means of the triple (f, Id, Id) such that
f(e1) = ae1, f(e2) = be2 and f(ei) = ei, for all i > 2, whereas the
evolution algebra AT2 is strongly isotopic to E50,0 by means of the triple
(Id, Id, h) such that h(e1) =
1
a
e1, h(e2) =
1
b
e2 and h(ei) = ei, for all
i > 2. 
The next theorem, which follows straightforward from Proposition 3.8,
generalizes Proposition 3.5 and determines explicitly the distribution of two-
dimensional evolution algebras into four isotopism classes, whatever the base
field is.
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Theorem 3.9 There exist four isotopism classes of two-dimensional evolu-
tion algebras over any field. They correspond to the abelian algebra and the
evolution algebras E1, E2 and E50,0 . 
From the point of view of Genetics, the previous result involves the exis-
tence of four distinct classes of asexual diploid organisms up to mutation of
their alleles. Their distribution into isomorphism classes requires, however,
a further study, which constitutes the final part of this paper.
4 Isomorphism classes of the set E2(K)
As a preliminary study, we focus on the finite field K = Fq, with q a prime
power. Particularly, we have implemented the procedure isoAlg into Algo-
rithm 1, both of them introduced in Section 2, in order to show in Table
1 the distribution of the set E2(Fq) into isomorphism classes, for q ≤ 7. In
order to expose the efficiency of our procedure, we also expose in Table 2 the
run time and usage memory that are required to compute each distribution.
This computation refers to a computer system with an Intel Core i7-2600,
with a 3.4 GHz processor and 16 GB of RAM.
The next result follows straightforward from the previous computation.
Theorem 4.1 The sets E2(Fq), with q ∈ {2, 3, 5, 7}, are respectively dis-
tributed into 9, 13, 23 and 38 isomorphism classes. 
Observe in Table 1 that the distribution of the set E2(F2) into nine iso-
morphism classes agrees with that corresponding to the set E2(C) that was
exposed in Theorem 2.3. Nevertheless, this does not hold for finite fields
of higher orders. Thus, for instance, the evolution algebra A(e1,2e1), which
has a one-dimensional derived algebra, is not isomorphic to any of the cor-
responding four evolution algebras E1 to E4 in E2(Fq), for q > 2. A further
study that generalizes the result of Casas et al. [9] is then required for a
general base field K. From Proposition 3.8, we can focus on the distribu-
tion of the set E2,2(K) into isomorphism classes and, more specifically, on
those two-dimensional evolution algebras with natural basis {e1, e2} such
that e1e1 ∈ {e1, e2, e1 + e2}. To this end, we propose here the use of Com-
putational Algebraic Geometry. Particularly, we eliminate in Theorem 2.5
those generators of the ideal IIsomA,A′ that are referred to the determinants of
the matrices F , G and H. This reduces the corresponding complexity time
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q Structure tuples
2 (0, 0) (e1, e1) (e2, e1) (e1, e1 + e2)
(e2, 0) (e1 + e2, e1 + e2) (e2, e1 + e2) (e1, e2)
(e1, 0)
3 (0, 0) (e1 + e2, 2e1 + 2e2) (e2, e1 + 2e2) (e1, e2)
(e2, 0) (e1, e1) (e1 + e2, 2e1 + e2)
(e1, 0) (e2, e1) (e1, e1 + e2)
(e1, 2e1) (e2, e1 + e2) (e1, 2e1 + e2)
5 (0, 0) (e2, e1) (e1 + e2, e1 + 3e2) (e1, e1 + e2)
(e2, 0) (e2, e1 + e2) (e1 + e2, e1 + 4e2) (e1, 2e1 + e2)
(e1, 0) (e2, e1 + 2e2) (e1 + e2, 2e1 + e2) (e1, 3e1 + e2)
(e1, e1) (e2, e1 + 3e2) (e1 + e2, 3e1 + e2) (e1, 4e1 + e2)
(e1 + e2, 4e1 + 4e2) (e2, e1 + 4e2) (e1 + e2, 2e1 + 3e2) (e1, e2)
(e1, 2e1) (e1 + e2, e1 + 2e2) (e1 + e2, 3e1 + 2e2)
7 (0, 0) (e2, 2e1 + e2) (e1 + e2, e1 + 2e2) (e1 + e2, 3e1 + 5e2)
(e1, 0) (e2, 2e1 + 3e2) (e1 + e2, e1 + 3e2) (e1 + e2, 3e1 + 6e2)
(e2, 0) (e2, 3e1 + e2) (e1 + e2, e1 + 4e2) (e1 + e2, 4e1 + 3e2)
(e1, e1) (e2, 3e1 + 3e2) (e1 + e2, e1 + 5e2) (e1 + e2, 4e1 + 5e2)
(e1, 2e1) (e1, e1 + e2) (e1 + e2, e1 + 6e2) (e1 + e2, 4e1 + 6e2)
(e1, 3e1) (e1, e1 + 2e2) (e1 + e2, 2e1 + e2) (e1 + e2, 6e1 + 3e2)
(e1, e2) (e1, e1 + 3e2) (e1 + e2, 2e1 + 3e2) (e1 + e2, 6e1 + 5e2)
(e2, e1) (e1, 3e1 + e2) (e1 + e2, 2e1 + 4e2) (e1 + e2, 6e1 + 6e2)
(e2, e1 + e2) (e1, 3e1 + 2e2) (e1 + e2, 2e1 + 5e2)
(e2, e1 + 3e2) (e1, 3e1 + 3e2) (e1 + e2, 2e1 + 6e2)
Table 1: Distribution into isomorphism classes of the set E2(Fq), for q ≤ 7.
that is exposed in Corollary 2.6 to qO(n
2) + O(n8) and gives enough infor-
mation to analyze a case study on which base the possible isomorphisms
between two given evolution algebras.
Let A = A(ae1+be2,ce1+de2) and A
′ = A(αe′
1
+βe′
2
,γe′
1
+δe′
2
) be two isomor-
phic evolution algebras in E2,2(K) with respective natural bases {e1, e2} and
{e′1, e
′
2}. Let f be an isomorphism between both algebras with a related non-
singular matrix F = (fij) such that f(ei) = fi1e
′
1 + fi2e
′
2, for all i ∈ {1, 2}.
The implementation of the procedure isoAlg enables us to ensure that, what-
ever the base field is, the reduced Gro¨bner basis of the ideal in Theorem 2.5
related to the isomorphism group between the evolution algebras A and A′
involves in particular that{
(ad− bc)f11f21 = 0,
(ad− bc)f12f22 = 0.
(6)
From the previous conditions, we can distinguish two cases depending
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q Run time Usage memory
2 0 seconds 0 MB
3 3 seconds 0 MB
5 38 seconds 80 MB
7 278 seconds 1360 MB
Table 2: Run time and memory usage that are required to compute the
distribution of the set E2(Fq) into isomorphism classes, for q ≤ 7.
on the fact of being ad = bc or ad 6= bc. They refer, respectively, to two-
dimensional evolution algebras with a one- or two-dimensional derived al-
gebra. Recall in this regard that any isomorphism between two algebras
preserves the dimension of their corresponding derived algebras. In the next
two subsections we study separately each one of the two mentioned cases.
4.1 One-dimensional derived algebra (ad = bc)
In this subsection, f is an isomorphism of regular matrix F = (fij) between
the algebras A = A(ae1+be2,ce1+de2) and A
′ = A(αe′
1
+βe′
2
,γe′
1
+δe′
2
) in E2,2(K)
such that ad = bc and αδ = βγ. From assertion (e) in Proposition 3.8,
we can suppose that a, b, α, β ∈ {0, 1}. Firstly, suppose A = A(e1,ce1), with
c ∈ K\{0}. Assertion (e) in Proposition 3.8 gives rise to the next case study
• Case 1. A′ = A(e′
1
,γe′
1
), with γ ∈ K \ {0}.
The identification of coefficients of a same basis vector in each one of
the equalities f(eiej) = f(ei)f(ej), for all i, j ≤ 2, involves that f is
an isomorphism between the two algebras under consideration if and
only if f11f21 = f12f22 = 0. The regularity of the matrix F involves
that f11 = f22 = 0 or f21 = f12 = 0. In the first case, we obtain
that f21 must be zero, what is a contradiction with the regularity of
the matrix F . In the second case, we obtain that c = γf222. This fact
enables us to ensure that A(e1,ce1)
∼= A(e1,cm2e1), for all c,m ∈ K \ {0}.
• Case 2. A′ = A(e′
2
,δe′
2
), with δ ∈ K \ {0}.
The computation of the corresponding reduced Gro¨bner basis, which
has previously been mentioned, related to these assumptions enables
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us to ensure that 

f11 = f22 = 0,
f12 = 1/δ,
f221 = c/δ.
(7)
If we take f21 = 1, then we can ensure in particular that A(e2,ce2)
∼=
A(e1,ce1), for all c ∈ K \ {0}.
• Case 3. A′ = A(e′
1
+e′
2
,γ(e′
1
+e′
2
)), with γ ∈ K \ {0}.
From the reduced Gro¨bner basis related to this case, we deduce that

γ 6= −1,
f11 = f12 = 1/(γ + 1),
f21 = −γf22,
c = γ(γ + 1)2f222.
(8)
Particularly, the determinant of the matrix F coincides with f22, which
must be distinct of zero. As a consequence, the algebras A(e1+e2,c(e1+e2))
and A(e1,c(c+1)2e1) are isomorphic, for all c ∈ K \ {0,−1}.
From the previous case study, the case A = A(e2,de2), with d ∈ K \ {0},
can be referred to Case 1.2, because A(e2,de2)
∼= A(e1,de1). Besides, the case
A = A(e1+e2,c(e1+e2)), with c ∈ K\{0}, can be referred to Case 1.3 except for
the case c = −1, that is, except for the evolution algebra A(e1+e2,−(e1+e2)).
The next results gather together what we have just exposed in the previous
case study.
Proposition 4.2 The next assertions hold in the set E2,2(K).
a) A(e1,ce1)
∼= A(e1,cm2e1) for all c,m ∈ K \ {0}.
b) A(e2,ce2)
∼= A(e1,ce1), for all c ∈ K \ {0}.
c) A(e1+e2,c(e1+e2))
∼= A(e1,c(c+1)2e1), for all c ∈ K \ {0,−1}. 
Theorem 4.3 Any two-dimensional evolution algebra in E2,2(K) with a one-
dimensional derived algebra is isomorphic to exactly one of the next algebras
• A(e1,ce1), with c ∈ K \ {0}. Here, A(e1,ce1)
∼= A(e1,γe1) if and only if
γ = cm2 for some m ∈ K \ {0}.
• A(e1+e2,−e1−e2). 
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4.2 Two-dimensional derived algebra (ad 6= bc)
Let us focus now on the case in which the evolution algebra under consid-
eration, A = A(ae1+be2,ce1+de2) ∈ E2,2(K), is such that ad 6= bc.
Lemma 4.4 Let A = A(ae1+be2,ce1+de2) be a two-dimensional evolution al-
gebra in E2,2(K) such that ad 6= bc. Then, any isomorphism from A to
another evolution algebra in E2,2(K), with related regular matrix F = (fij),
holds that f11 = f22 = 0 or f12 = f21 = 0.
Proof. The result follows straightforward from both conditions in (6)
and the regularity of the matrix F . 
Let us study each case in Lemma 4.4 separately. Here, f is an iso-
morphism of regular matrix F = (fij) between a pair of evolution algebras
A = A(ae1+be2,ce1+de2) and A
′ = A(αe′
1
+βe′
2
,γe′
1
+δe′
2
) in E2,2(K), where ad 6= bc
and αδ 6= βγ.
1. Case 1. f11 = f22 = 0.
Here, f(e1) = f12e
′
2 and f(e2) = f21e
′
1, where f12 6= 0 6= f21. Similarly
to the reasoning exposed in the case study of the previous subsection,
the identification of coefficients of a same basis vector in the equalities
f(eiej) = f(ei)f(ej), for all i, j ≤ 2, involves that f is an isomorphism
between the two algebras under consideration if and only if

a = δf12,
bf21 = γf
2
12,
cf12 = βf
2
21,
d = αf21.
(9)
The regularity of the matrix F implies that a coefficient a, b, c or
d is zero in the structure tuple of the algebra A if and only if the
respective coefficient δ, γ, β or α is zero in the structure tuple of
A′. Now, assertion (e) in Proposition 3.8 enables us to focus on the
following cases for the evolution algebras A and A′ under the conditions
of Lemma 4.4.
• Case 1.1. A = A(e1,ce1+de2) and A
′ = A(e′
1
,δe′
2
), where d 6= 0 6= δ.
From (9), we have that 

f12 = 1/δ,
f21 = d,
c = 0.
(10)
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Hence, A(e1,de2)
∼= A(e1,e2), for all d ∈ K \ {0}.
• Case 1.2. A = A(e1,ce1+de2) and A
′ = A(e′
1
+e′
2
,δe′
2
), where d 6=
0 6= δ. From (9), we have that

f12 = 1/δ,
f21 = d,
δ = c/d2.
(11)
Hence, A(e1+e2,de2)
∼= A(e1,de1+e2), for all d ∈ K \ {0}.
• Case 1.3. A = A(e2,ce1+de2) and A
′ = A(e′
2
,γe′
1
), where c 6= 0 6= γ.
From (9), we have that 

f21 = γf
2
12,
c = γ2f312,
d = 0.
(12)
Hence, A(e2,c2m3e1)
∼= A(e2,ce1), for all c,m ∈ K \ {0}.
• Case 1.4. A = A(e2,ce1+de2) and A
′ = A(e′
1
+e′
2
,γe′
1
), where c, d
and γ are all of them distinct of zero. From (9), we have that

f12 = d
2/c,
f21 = d,
c2 = γd3.
(13)
Hence, A(e1+e2,ce1)
∼= A(e2, 1c (e1+e2))
, for all c ∈ K \ {0}.
• Case 1.5. A = A(e1+e2,ce1+de2) and A
′ = A(e′
1
+e′
2
,γe′
1
+δe′
2
), where
c 6= d and c, d, γ and δ are all of them distinct of zero. From (9),
we have that 

f12 = 1/δ,
f21 = d,
γ = c2/d3,
δ = c/d2.
(14)
Hence, A(e1+e2,ce1+de2)
∼= A(e1+e2, c
d2
( c
d
e1+e2)), for all c, d ∈ K \ {0}
such that c 6= d.
2. Case 2. f12 = f21 = 0.
Here, f(e1) = f11e
′
1 and f(e2) = f22e
′
2, where f11 6= 0 6= f22. Similarly
to the previous case, the identification of coefficients of a same basis
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vector in the equalities f(eiej) = f(ei)f(ej), for all i, j ≤ 2, involves
that 

a = αf11,
f22b = βf
2
11,
f11c = γf
2
22,
d = δf22.
(15)
Again from the regularity of the matrix F , we have that a, b, c or d is
zero if and only if α, β, γ or δ is zero, respectively. From assertion (e)
in Proposition 3.8, we consider the following case study.
• Case 2.1. A = A(e1,ce1+de2) and A
′ = A(e′
1
,γe′
1
+δe′
2
), where d 6=
0 6= δ. From (15), we have that

f11 = 1,
f22 = d/δ
cδ2 = d2γ.
(16)
Hence, A(e1,ce1+de2)
∼= A(e1,γe1+δe2) for all c, d, γ, δ ∈ K such that
d 6= 0 6= δ and cδ2 = d2γ.
• Case 2.2. A = A(e2,ce1+de2) and A
′ = A(e′
2
,γe′
1
+δe′
2
), where c 6=
0 6= γ. From (15), we have that

f311 = c/γ,
f22 = f
2
11,
d = δf22.
(17)
Hence, A(e2,ce1+de2)
∼= A(e2, c
m3
e1+
d
m2
e2)
for all c, d,m ∈ K \ {0}.
• Case 2.3. A = A(e1+e2,ce1+de2) and A
′ = A(e′
1
+e′
2
,γe′
1
+δe′
2
), where
c 6= d. From (15), we have that f is the trivial isomorphism and
that A′ coincides with A.
The next results gather together what we have just exposed in the pre-
vious case study.
Proposition 4.5 The next assertions hold in the set E2,2(K).
a) A(e1,de2)
∼= A(e1,e2), for all d ∈ K \ {0}.
b) A(e1+e2,de2)
∼= A(e1,de1+e2), for all d ∈ K \ {0}.
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c) A(e2,c2m3e1)
∼= A(e2,ce1), for all c,m ∈ K \ {0}.
d) A(e1+e2,ce1)
∼= A(e2, 1c (e1+e2))
, for all c ∈ K \ {0}.
e) A(e1+e2,ce1+de2)
∼= A(e1+e2, c
d2
( c
d
e1+e2)), for all c, d ∈ K \ {0} such that
c 6= d.
f) A(e1,ce1+de2)
∼= A(e1,γe1+δe2) for all c, d, γ, δ ∈ K such that d 6= 0 6= δ and
cδ2 = d2γ.
g) A(e2,ce1+de2)
∼= A(e2, c
m3
e1+
d
m2
e2)
for all c, d,m ∈ K \ {0}. 
Theorem 4.6 Any two-dimensional evolution algebra in E2,2(K) with a two-
dimensional derived algebra is isomorphic to exactly one of the next algebras
• A(e1,ce1+de2), with d 6= 0.
Here, A(e1,ce1+de2)
∼= A(e1,γe1+δe2) if and only if cδ
2 = d2γ.
• A(e2,ce1+de2), with c 6= 0.
Here, A(e2,ce1+de2)
∼= A(e2,γe1+δe2) if and only if there exists an element
m ∈ K \ {0} such that c = γm3 and d = δm2, or, c = γ2m3 and
d = δ = 0.
• A(e1+e2,ce1+de2), with c 6= 0 6= d.
Here, A(e1+e2,ce1+de2)
∼= A(e1+e2,γe1+δe2) if and only if γ = c
2/d3 and
δ = c/d2. 
5 Conclusion and further studies
This paper has dealt with the set En(K) of n-dimensional evolution algebras
over a field K, whose distribution into isotopism classes is uniquely related
with mutations in non-Mendelian Genetics. Particularly, we have focused
on the two-dimensional case, which is related to the asexual reproduction
processes of diploid organisms. We have proved that the set E2(K) is dis-
tributed into four isotopism classes, whatever the base field is, and we have
characterized its isomorphism classes. Similar case studies to those ones
that have been exposed in this paper are established as further work in or-
der to deal with the distribution into isotopism and isomorphism classes of
evolution algebras of dimension n > 2 over any base field.
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